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Mixing old recordings with his instrumentals and studio effects, Casais revisits some fine field recording
material, dissecting and splicing, prompting a fresh look at what has been there all along. The hurdy-gurdy is
already known for its unusual timbres, sometimes sounding something like a hybrid between a bagpipe and a
fiddle. We also have full tracks from each album and some audio excerpts of others. Monsignor ordained back
in in Ireland and Nora completed the convent following high school. And this advanced further in Alegria,
with the social activism of songs such as the feminist anthem "I tu Sols tu. I could not have been more wrong.
Musically they cover the same territory made popular in the Basque Country by Gozategi, and sometimes
reminiscent of Italy's La Lionetta. In the hands of skilled interpreters, Sephardic music has a way of
transporting not the listener to the past but the past to the listener. Is that a concertina or a melodia? From
Poland's burgeoning folk roots scene come two new and distinct bands. Read Lee Blackstone's in-depth article
about pizzica tarantata and how these artists are rooted in place, searching in other places for new sounds and
new connections, yet always circling back home. The eventual result was Melanie , the band's first release in
many years. For this record the band wanted to place more emphasis on the area of Zimbabwe they call home.
After making a name for herself on the Norwegian jazz circuit, singer Solveig Slettahjell returns with her most
intimate project to date. In this case it has added electronica to its rich blend of rap, reggae and traditional
Sardinian sounds. The two CD set, packaged in a hardcover book, has its hits and its misses Two recent
recordings from Portugal showcase the bright and tuneful melodies of Celina da Piedade, the singer from
Alentejo, south of Lisbon, and versatile Sara Vidal of Diabo a Sete. Michael Stone offers a different
perspective from the usual in his piece, What Is Americana? Patrick was a 5th century Romano-British
Christian missionary and bishop in Ireland. The sound and spirit of Zimbabwe and Mozambique runs through
the heart of Timbila and Chartwell Dutiro's double album collection Sadza with the Head of a Mouse.
Chorusing and other electronic manipulations bring the sound from a glorious psychedelic explosion one
moment to a delicate obbligato for Steven Kamperman's superb reed work the next Fabuloiseries is divided
into five Fabulae, ranging between two and five tracks each, plus an introduction track. On Pour-Afrigha he is
joined by Iranian Baluchi singer Rostam Mirlashari, a former political prisoner, and accompanied by French
guitarist Manu Codija, Shanbehzadeh's son Naghib on percussion zarb-timpo, dammam, kesser, darbuka , and
several other guests. The band formed after the raging of the Balkan War in the s, and the musicians that
comprise Kries are drawn from countries caught up in - or touched by - the conflict that engulfed the Balkan
region. The new material â€” 45 tracks â€” only serves to emphasise the jaw-dropping power and versatility of
Morrison in full flood. On Motius, in , the group began to develop its own signature style. It was my
introduction to him and I was spellbound. Tyran Grillo takes you on a journey from rural South African to
modern classical haunts.


